addition, more than 1,500 high-technology companies have sprung up in the area surrounding these worldclass research institutions. San Diego is now a major centre for academic research and high-tech industry in elds such as biotechnology, wireless telecommunications and genomics. Little more than fteen years ago, the region was still dominated by defence contractors, tourism and real-estate development.
How has San Diego engineered such a transformation? A variety of state and regional economic crises from the late 1970s to the mid-1980s necessitated a regional shift in direction. Regional leadership, in collaboration with UCSD, mobilized to help grow knowledge-based industries at an accelerated rate.
This article documents the interconnections between the research and development (R&D) and educational capacities of UCSD and related research institutions on a hillside near the Paci c Ocean (known as the Torrey Pines Mesa) with the growth of the region's new industrial clusters. We focus on only two of San Diego's robust technology clusters, biotechnology and telecommunications, especially wireless telecommunications. Drawing on regional renderings of national data on federal funding, the article describes existing 'new economy' clusters as well as documenting current R&D activities as a way to begin to anticipate what technologies will emerge in the future to shape the regional economy. These numbers are quite stunning, and document a robust R&D capacity which should spawn continued regional innovation. The original research that made the development of these databases possible was funded by the University of California's Of ce of the President, the California Commission for Science and Technology, and the State of California's Trade and Commerce Agency.
In addition, we report on San Diego survey results and in-depth interviews with technology leaders from a project led by Furtek and Windham funded by UC's Of ce of the President building on a relationship developed by the San Diego Science and Technology Council, whose CEO is Furtek. This work enabled the US Council on Competitiveness to secure access to valuable information and insights from more than forty regional leaders. The Council on Competitiveness, a private group of business, labour, and educational leaders based in Washington, DC, is surveying business leaders from ve regions (Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Raleigh/Durham, San Diego and Wichita). Its surveys ask business leaders about the role that R&D and research universities play in the creation and growth of their companies, and how research universities contribute to innovation in their region.
To help tell the story of how academic research grew in San Diego, and how that research in turn played an important role in the region's high-technology industries, this article summarizes such factors as federal and state R&D awards, SBIR grants, 1 numbers of PhD students and post-docs in the region, as well as support programmes at UCSD such as CONNECT, a social networking and business support organization, and University Extension. The sources of these data include UCSD's Of ce of Technology Transfer, the Of ce of Graduate Studies and Research at UCSD, UCSD CONNECT, and University Extension. The Contracts and Grants Of ces of UCSD, Salk, Scripps, and other institutions also provided information, as did the San Diego Regional Technology Alliance on regional labour force characteristics. We discovered that it is very dif cult to collect data of the type needed to describe innovation capacity and possible 'emergent' technology clusters because no one of ce (or organization in the San Diego region) keeps track of it all. This article represents an effort to begin offering some metrics drawing upon work in which each of the four authors is engaged.
Nonetheless, the available data do help tell a story of a growing academic research community and the contributions that it has made to the regional economy.
Our results indicate that UCSD, Scripps, Salk, and the other non-pro t research institutions have created strong and dynamic research clusters in San Diego and that these research clusters, in partnership with technology-focused networks of business and professional leadership, have contributed to the region's telecommunications and biotechnology industries in three important ways. We describe these three contributors as 'building intellectual capital', 'creating catalytic social networks' (of nancial and management know-how), and 'developing human capital':
Research institutions with world-class scientists and engineers prime a region for innovation.
Interviewees repeatedly told us that the founding of UCSD forty years ago had been the key turning point in San Diego's high-tech history. The 'hard' data substantiate this perception. Even though the initial scientists and engineers attracted to this area did not have entrepreneurship in mind, their presence created a critical mass of world-class scienti c and research talent in San Diego that had not been there before, resulting in one of the highest R&D funded regions in the USA today. This represents the region's primary intellectual capital.
Social networks and business services to help move research from the laboratory into industry.
Interviewees also pointed out another necessary ingredient of San Diego's success -deliberate regional initiatives such as UCSD CONNECT brought entrepreneurs, researchers and the business community together to form new social networks. This process set up mutually bene cial learning communities and networks of competency and resources that signi cantly accelerated the growth of the telecommunications and biotechnology sectors. Quantitative data af rm the extent to which new sources of capital and expertise made possible by these relationships resulted in the founding of new companies and thousands of new, high-wage jobs. This is what we mean by catalytic social networks. The continuing role played by UCSD and other research institutions in assisting cluster growth. Interviewees also reported on the continuing importance of UCSD and other research institutions in the area. Educational programmes at both undergraduate and graduate levels, as well as specialized training programmes through UCSD Extension, help to assure a workforce with the knowledge and skills needed by science-based companies. UCSD and the other research institutions also continue to conduct the cuttingedge research that is critical to the biotechnology industry and is of increasing value to the telecommunications sector. Our data reveal the extent to which entrepreneurs continue to base start-up ventures on university inventions and licences, use doctoral and post-doctoral talent in their labs and partner with UCSD's continuing education programmes to design professional development courses for their employees. This is what we mean by developing human capital.
Our data analysis identi es and highlights (a) the research capabilities of UCSD in particular, as well as other research institutions in the region, and (b) the catalytic role played by UCSD CONNECT, with its superior network of nancial and management knowhow critical to the formation and growth of San Diego's telecommunications and biotechnology clusters. Our ndings suggest some general principles for other regions with research capabilities interested in using high-tech industry clusters to jump-start their regional economy:
Build up world-class capacity in basic research. Business leaders from innovative companies told us that they liked to locate their companies near world-class research institutions. While all regions across the USA may not be able to achieve this, work by Tornatzky (2002) and Saxenian (1994) suggests that research is as critical to the renewal of existing industries as to the building of new ones. In addition, industry likes the continual access to recent graduates and continuing education offered by research universities. Foster regional initiatives to accelerate technology commercialization efforts. Business leaders identi ed UCSD CONNECT as critical, not only to their own company's success but also to the success of the entire San Diego region. CONNECT met a critical need for social networking relevant to the new economy that had been lacking in the region. CONNECT has become a model for other regions to build on and has been replicated in two other sites in California, in Hawaii and New York as well as in seven other countries. Sustaining regional innovation clusters requires continual interaction between research centres, universities and local business leaders in order to sustain cluster growth and the development of new science-based industries. As industry clusters emerge in a region, the role of research institutions will deepen and broaden to encompass workforce development and training as well as technology transfer and technology commercialization.
It is useful to focus on each of these three factors individually as a way of elucidating both their distinct characteristics and, ultimately, how they interact to contribute to the capacity of a region to sustain innovation and prosperity in a globally linked, knowledge-based economy.
Building intellectual capital: role of research institutions
San Diego has undergone a substantial economic renewal over the past two decades. Despite the severe defence cutbacks of the 1990s, San Diego actually has more high-technology employment today than it did a decade ago; 110,285 jobs in 1999 compared to 102,994 in 1991 (Greater San Diego Chamber of Commerce, 1999) . The economy has prospered because it has diversi ed and grown new industries. In particular, it has grown new industries based on advanced R&D. The industrial clusters include telecommunications, biotechnology, computing, other electronics, software and the Internet, and energy and environmental technologies. Defence activities remain very important to San Diego, but the region is no longer primarily dependent on defence for its prosperity. Our work is focused on a key component of the San Diego storythe role that the region's research institutions have played in creating research clusters and, in turn, the role of these research clusters in supporting the emergence and growth of new industries. To illustrate this story, we focus on two of San Diego's most important new R&D-based sectors: advanced telecommunications and biotechnology.
'Research clusters' are geographically concentrated groups of non-pro t research institutions or groups within research institutions that have expertise in speci c elds of science and technology. San Diego has a very dense cluster of biomedical research institutions on and near the Torrey Pines Mesa. This density is unrivalled, even when compared to other areas of the state. All of the institutions listed below are located less than 2.5 miles from each other. The majority were established in the 1960s and 1970s and each has been extremely successful in attracting world-class scienti c talent to the San Diego region, which is now reputed to have one of the highest percentages in the USA of PhDs and MDs in its population. California as a whole received $14.4 billion (Fossum et al, 2000 While the total amount of R&D funding is important, the ability to transfer and commercialize the R&D results is no less important for industry cluster growth. The ability of a region to attract SBIR award funding which supports more 'applied' work is one measure of the effectiveness of technology transfer efforts in the USA. SBIR funds represent a signi cant source of federal matching funds for research initiatives with great commercialization potential. In FY1999, the state of California received $91.79 million in SBIR funding. Of this, $17.32 million was awarded to initiatives in San Diego County. Figure 3 illustrates the agency breakdown for non-classi ed SBIR funding given to California as a whole. (PriceWaterhouse Coopers, MoneyTree™ Report, 2000) . The major industry clusters funded are listed in Table 1 . San Diego's success in basic research investments is paralleled by its success in funding initiatives that support the growth of high-tech companies which have contributed to an increasing number of high-paying jobs for the regional economy, as Table 2 illustrates. The new industry clusters have more than offset job losses from the decline of the defence sector.
Regional 'value-added'of research institutions
To build and sustain competitive R&D-based industries, a region needs top researchers doing cutting-edge work in science and technology. These are the people who have advanced knowledge, produce the most recent research, and understand the most promising new ideas. We emphasize general research activity rather than just universities because in elds such as IT most of the companies have come out of federal contracts to and R&D within commercial enterprises. PhD-level researchers may reside in universities or corporate research laboratories or other institutions, but a region without at least one institution, private or public, engaged in signi cant R&D is at a major disadvantage when competing in knowledge-based industries. Our later discussion describing the distinct histories of IT and biotechnology in the San Diego region drive home this point. A strong pool of intellectual capital, regardless of research setting, drives knowledge development and makes possible innovation and entrepreneurship. Before the 1960s, San Diego had no research university. It had an economy led by tourism, the military, and defence contractors, and certainly was not a centre of civilian high-technology industry. But the region did have three important research centres that attracted talented scientists, and with them federal and foundation funding to the region which stimulated technology development.
The Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO). SIO was a University of California research station established in 1903. During the Second World War and the Cold War, SIO became a major centre for federally funded research in anti-submarine work and other areas of oceanography relevant to naval operations and communications. Leadership at SIO was pivotal to the establishment of the UC San Diego Campus in La Jolla in the 1960s.
General Atomics. General Atomics (GA) started in 1953 as a division of General Dynamics, a leading US aerospace company at that time. GA attracted top physicists and other scientists to San Diego to work on nuclear research for the government. While the original GA did not create a culture that encouraged commercial entrepreneurship, it did bring skilled people to San Diego and helped to create a new image of San Diego as a place where serious, world-class researchers could live and work. On a modest scale General Atomics created the equivalent of a national laboratory in San Diego. It attracted a number of bright people, some of whom went on to start other companies, such as SAIC and Maxwell Technologies, which today are major drivers in San Diego's high-tech economy.
The Scripps Research Institute. In 1955, the Scripps Clinic (a healthcare provider) established a Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation to conduct biomedical research. In 1961, the Foundation recruited a worldclass biomedical research team from the University of Pittsburgh. In time, it became The Scripps Research Institute (TSRI). Scripps helped pioneer what later became a San Diego pattern of doing research -recruit world-class people by offering them not only a beautiful climate and top colleagues, but also the freedom to work on topics of interest to them, to work in new or interdisciplinary elds, and to work closely with company researchers. Today the research budget of Scripps exceeds $200 million annually.
In the 1960s San Diego's business leaders worked vigorously to convince two additional institutions with signi cant research and teaching missions to locate on the undeveloped mesa north of the downtown area which in the Second World War had been used primarily as a Marine Corps Training facility, Camp Matthews. These two institutions were The Salk Institute for Biological Studies and the University of California. The decisions by the federal government to 'deed' Camp Matthews over to the University of California and by the city to zone its Torrey Pines Mesa holdings for research and industrial purposes opened the door to creating a major R&D capability in San Diego. An impressive array of additional institutions were established in the 1960s and 1970s subsequent to Salk and UCSD locating on the mesa.
The Salk Institute. Jonas Salk, who pioneered the polio vaccine, wanted to build a world-class research centre. He was captivated by a site on Torrey Pines Mesa, north of La Jolla, overlooking the ocean. The City of San Diego agreed to donate this land for the new Institute. In the 1970s, the City zoned a great deal of Torrey Pines Mesa for biomedical research -a decision that has generated enormous bene ts for both research and the growth of San Diego's biotechnology industry. The Salk Institute soon bene ted from the earlier research capabilities of the region, as GA's Frederic de Hoffman, a respected scientist and research administrator, became its President.
UCSD.
In 1964 the University of California, San Diego enrolled its rst class of undergraduates. Local companies had pressed hard for a campus, to help provide the engineers needed by the defence industry. SIO's Roger Revelle took the lead role in working for the campus, whose establishment was by no means a certainty. However, UCSD did not become the engineering training centre local companies had originally envisaged. Instead, UCSD's founders focused on creating a world-class scienti c research institution, an 'MIT of the West'. In fact, UCSD began in 1960 by recruiting full professors who brought signi cant research grants and PhD students to the campus, prior to launching any undergraduate programmes. The emphasis was on physics and medicine and securing federally funded basic research. The objective was to recruit the world's best researchers to run an academic institution. Ties to local industry were not even a consideration in the early days of the campus. UC established this new campus on the Torrey Pines Mesa, near The Salk Institute and the Scripps Clinic & Research Foundation, thus setting the stage for the creation of a critical mass of biomedical researchers in close proximity (Anderson, 1993) . In the space of 40 short years, UCSD has risen to rank fth among all universities in the nation in the amount of federal funding received for R&D and related activities. 6 In terms of prestige, UCSD currently has more than 60 members of the National Academy of Sciences, more than a dozen members of the National Academy of Engineering, and 16 members of the Institute of Medicine, comparing favourably with more wellestablished and much older institutions in the USA.
Later biomedical institutions. In recent decades, several other non-pro t biomedical research institutions also arose in the region. They include The Burnham Institute, The Sidney Kimmel Cancer Center, The Neurosciences Institute, and the La Jolla Institute for Allergies and Immunology. These research centres enhanced the geographical density of an already concentrated biomedical research cluster. They represent hundreds of additional PhD researchers and millions of dollars of additional research funding to the region.
The quality of faculty members, technicians and fulltime researchers recruited to these new research institutions was, and remains, high. But in addition to quality, our interviews revealed some interesting characteristics about the types of people who agreed to come to San Diego. One interviewee told us that San Diego attracted 'pioneers'. Faculty members who left places such as Harvard, Penn State, and NIH were attracted to UCSD because they were scienti c entrepreneurs. Others told us in informal conversations that people came to UCSD, Scripps and Salk not just because of the research money offered, but also because of the freedom to work on what interested them, including interdisciplinary projects or research in elds outside their original disciplines. We also heard that some of the longest-serving faculty members came because they were experiencing life transitions and were looking for new beginnings.
There is also a consensus that San Diego's receptivity to interdisciplinary research is important not only as a feature of the local research culture, but also as a key to the region's economic success. One of our interviewees, a biotech CEO, told us that one of the key reasons for San Diego's superior innovation capacity was its understanding that interdisciplinary research was the key to making discoveries. The combination of highquality research institutions, active recruiting, and plentiful federal funding built up San Diego's unique research capabilities. This was particularly true in two areas we examined -biomedicine and certain aspects of defence electronics. Federal funding was vital. One San Diego leader whom we interviewed said, 'I see that we are what we are today because we focused on scienti c endeavours that were priorities of the government.'
In time, the biomedical research institutions on Torrey Pines Mesa became a dense research cluster. Most scholarly theories of clusters focus on industry groupings and emphasize the value of having a local concentration of similar companies that compete with each other while also sharing information, suppliers, and otherwise getting the bene ts of working in the same region. But along with industry clusters, San Diego developed something else -a major biomedical research cluster. These institutions compete for federal (and now private) funding and offer different models of how to organize research, while also fostering high levels of informal collaboration among researchers. They also feed off one another, so that The Salk Institute with only fty senior researchers imports large numbers of post-docs from UCSD to enrich its capacity (post-doc data are reported in Table 3 ). By the late 1990s, San Diego received more NIH funding than any other region of the country. Two biomedical leaders we interviewed emphasized this combination of competition and cooperation among these geographically close institutions as a great strength for the region.
Defence funding for electronics research also was high in the 1960s and 1970s. Most of that funding went to companies and was relevant to military objectives. Because UCSD initially lacked an engineering school, San Diego was not a large centre for federally funded academic research in electronics during this period. Nonetheless, the prominence of military-related R&D in the region throughout the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s created a foundation for this R&D cluster. Additionally, the UCSD campus did work hard to recruit independent-minded, high-quality researchers in physics and related areas. The government contracting to electronics and engineering companies had a similar 'R&D cluster' development effect to that created by the government funding for basic research in the biosciences. The growth of scienti c talent at UCSD solidi ed with a School of Engineering which today is ranked in the top twenty in the USA, with annual research revenues of approximately $40 million. UCSD is also home to a major new centre of research on applied telecommunications funded at $300 million dollars over the next ve years and it is the location of one of the nation's leading supercomputer centres. The world-class scientists and engineers recruited by these institutions and the research they do have contributed to San Diego's new high-tech economy in signi cant ways. Some of the early professors became pioneering entrepreneurs. In 1968, UCSD professor Irwin Jacobs and UCLA professor Andrew Viterbi started Linkabit, San Diego's pioneering advanced telecommunications company. Primarily a defence and government contracting enterprise, it nonetheless pioneered wireless communications technologies which today have myriad civic and commercial applications. Jacobs and Viterbi went on to found Qualcomm, which after fteen years became a Fortune 500 company. Jacobs and Viterbi's initiative represented the rst step in establishing the region's wireless digital communications industry. In 1978, UCSD Medical School researchers Ivor Royston and Howard Birndorf created Hybritech, San Diego's rst biotechnology rm based on the need for a steady supply of monoclonal antibodies for laboratory work in the new eld of molecular biology. Sold to Eli Lily in 1985 for $500 million, Hybritech has spawned dozens of spin-off bioscience R&D companies. It was partly serendipity that Dr Jacobs and Dr Royston came to San Diego to work at UCSD and that their rst companies proved successful. While university of cials and top research administrators did not actively encourage entrepreneurship among academics in the early days of UCSD, they created a critical mass of researchers from which a few entrepreneurs emerged.
After the sale of Hybritech and Linkabit to large established companies, the founders of these rms, and many of the technical managers they had hired, moved on to create new companies. Hybritech and Linkabit managers became San Diego's analogues to Silicon Valley's 'Fairchild Eight' -the semiconductor pioneers from Fairchild who went on to create Intel, AMD, National Semiconductor, and the venture rm Kleiner Perkins. In San Diego, Linkabit alumni went on to create QUALCOMM and over 30 other telecommunications companies. Hybritech alumni went on to establish over 50 biotechnology companies and related ventures. Today, San Diego ranks 1st in the USA for the number of wireless companies and 3rd for the number of bioscience companies.
Catalytic social networks for new economy companies
Over the last two decades it has become abundantly clear that the presence of world-class research institutions in a region is a necessary but not a suf cient basis for building science-based companies that create new high-wage jobs and wealth for the region. It is also essential to develop resources and social networks that can effectively assess promising applications and commercialization potential, provide access to angel, venture and corporate funding, and assure the availability of management and professional know-how vis-à-vis global entrepreneurial science-based companies. These forms of expertise used to be concentrated within a few major urban areas, or inside a few hundred global corporations. Today, regions need these capacities, or at least ready access to resources and expertise, if they are to develop their innovation capacity in order to build 'new economy' clusters. San Diego is a remarkable example of a community that built not only a research capacity but also a regional support network of sophisticated, entrepreneurial business and professional service providers. It could be argued that the existence of this business network and culture is as important as a world-class research network and culture.
In a previous report ) the authors have summed up the unique 'character transformation' in San Diego in terms of four dominant factors:
First, the 'amenities of place' -the quality of life a particular location provides -is a crucial factor in attracting the intellectual capital that is the basis of innovation and entrepreneurship in knowledgebased companies. People like to live in places they enjoy, and San Diego appeals to a wide variety of tastes. However, other places with good weather and a high quality of life have not succeeded in growing high-tech industry clusters, so 'amenities Building regional innovation capacity of place' alone are insuf cient to jump-start innovation. The development of a core group of innovators and entrepreneurs is key. In the case of San Diego, one of the critical factors was Jonas Salk's decision to site his research centre here -even before there was a UCSD campus. Salk's decision was driven by San Diego's beauty and the availability of land. However, once he had taken that decision, it brought a number of highly skilled bioscientists to San Diego and gave the region increased visibility as a centre of research. The effort led by SIO's Director Roger Revelle to establish a UC campus in San Diego was another critical step in starting a 'snow-ball effect' of attracting intellectual capital to the region. The promise of newness, the chance to do interdisciplinary work and independence proved to be powerful. San Diego's research institutions (including General Atomics) attracted the best scientists in their elds, and those scientists later became the people who started, or helped to start, many new rms. The culture in San Diego, in uenced by a frontier mentality, a tradition of entrepreneurship, and the absence of a traditional business and 'old family' establishment, supported the development of new social networks within the business community that stimulated innovation. Organizations can be initially successful thanks to the insight or innovation of a 'superstar'. However, organizations and regions achieve lasting success through the creation of continuously innovating 'super teams'. San Diego has formed such teams of researchers, investors, attorneys, accountants, managers and marketers. They are informed about technology, expert in their elds, and adept at putting together deals and supporting growing science-based enterprises. This 'churn' is what sustains regional innovation.
How did San Diego go about developing these networks, where little existed before? Given its previous government contracting, defence industry based economy, San Diego's local networks were less important to business development than were government relations, well into the 1980s. Local capital did not fuel General Dynamics, General Atomics, Rohr or National Steel and Shipbuilding. These enterprises were based on federal government contracts. As a consequence, for early non-defence high-tech entrepreneurs in San Diego, getting access to capital and other resources was a problem. In the 1970s, San Diego had no major banks or venture capital rms of its own. Nor did it have any professional or business services to support science-based commercially focused innovation. Early entrepreneurs had to rely on personal contacts to obtain introductions to the resources they needed, usually located outside the region. At the same time, local business service providers with contacts in the wider venture capital and management consulting community knew little about high-tech start-ups and did not know how to service the needs of these clients.
Starting a company then was a hit-or-miss process. For example, Hybritech's founders, Ivor Royston and Howard Birndorf, received venture funding from Kleiner, Perkins, Cau eld & Byers, one of Silicon Valley's top venture rms, through personal contacts. Kleiner Perkins approved the proposal that the company should stay in San Diego, because Royston's research at UCSD provided the underlying technology. The venture rm not only provided nancing; it also helped Hybritech to hire the experienced technical managers it needed from large pharmaceutical rms outside San Diego. If Royston had not had these personal contacts in Silicon Valley, it is unclear whether his new rm would have received the funding and other help it needed.
Local service providers in San Diego were not aware of Hybritech or its needs. One leading service provider in San Diego told us that he heard about Hybritech while he was working for his rm on another assignment in Brussels. On returning to San Diego, this individual realized that young entrepreneurial companies like Hybritech needed assistance to break into European markets and that servicing these San Diego start-ups might become a major growth area for his rm. He then devoted time and energy to learning more about these new companies, as did a few other pioneering business service providers in San Diego. However, there was no formal mechanism for facilitating this process in a deliberate and high-impact way across the region.
UCSD CONNECT
San Diego business and education leaders founded CONNECT in 1985 in a deliberate attempt to jump-start the process of developing contacts, social networks, and business services of the type that had not been readily available to early entrepreneurs like Jacobs in IT and Royston in the biosciences. Its origins -and the strong commitment people made to it -derive from the economic turmoil San Diego experienced in the early and mid-1980s.
Even before the reduction in defence spending in the 1990s, San Diego faced a series of serious economic disruptions, culminating in the US savings and loan industry crisis of the late 1980s. These crises led to a rethinking of economic development strategies in the region. By the early 1980s, it had become clear that traditional business development strategies were not working. Regional leaders realized that they needed to envisage San Diego's future beyond an economy based solely on banking, real estate, defence and tourism. San Diego then attempted to attract two major research consortia, the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC) and SEMATECH, and lost both in the nal rounds. In reaction to this time of turmoil, the San Diego community began looking for new ways to 'grow' the regional economy. Richard C. Atkinson, then Chancellor at UCSD, asked some of his key staff to explore a proper route for the university to assist in reinvigorating the regional economy. One-on-one interviews and round tables yielded a number of creative ideas about how the university and the community could collaborate on this issue. UCSD CONNECT was created out of this process. Its purpose was to link academic researchers with entrepreneurs, and to link both of these parties to venture capitalists and business service providers, in order to grow new companies that would create highwage jobs and regional prosperity at a time when a number of regional economic 'drivers' such as real estate, banking and defence contracting, were in disarray.
CONNECT was developed after extensive consultation with university researchers, private-sector executives and professional business service providers. Programme components over the years have included:
Meet the Entrepreneur and Meet the Researcher events. San Diego had academic scientists with promising ideas as well as non-research-oriented business entrepreneurs looking for new and promising technologies. It became clear that these entrepreneurs and researchers had very little understanding about the issues that each faced, or their respective modes of working. There was almost no connection between the two groups. These initial events attracted hundreds of participants, demonstrating that there was a perceived need for these two groups to learn more about each other. Financial forums. In response to input from entrepreneurial researchers and regional business leaders about the absence of angel and venture funding in the region, one of CONNECT's major initiatives was to help to attract leading capital providers to the region to learn more about San Diego companies. The resulting forums also began connecting entrepreneurs with business support services (law, accounting, marketing, and other service providers) to help them write business proposals that would be attractive to capital providers. CONNECT, in partnership with business and nancial leaders, developed two annual nancial forums: the San Diego Technology Financial Forum, in which pre-screened companies from all elds of high technology present their proposals to venture capitalists from across the nation, and the San Diego Biotechnology/ Biomedical Corporate Partnership Forum, in which biotechnology entrepreneurs present their plans to global rms interested in innovative start-ups. Springboard Program. The Springboard Program provides early feedback and coaching on promising technology business plans for about 50 start-up companies annually. CONNECT staff work with entrepreneurs to review their technology and business plans and coach them on effective presentation techniques. After appropriate preparation, the entrepreneurs present a business plan to a group of 10-15 selected investors/service providers/corporate executives, who provide further feedback. This has helped entrepreneurs develop more effective strategies for success as well as building a very large community of diverse professionals who interact on a pro-bono basis and get to know one another while they learn about what new ideas and technologies are emerging. The Most Innovative New Products Award. This programme serves two vital functions. First, it gives public recognition to local rms creating innovative new products. Second, it celebrates regional success in nurturing high-tech companies and industry clusters. Committees of volunteers review nominations (100 plus annually) and awards are given at an annual luncheon attended by 1,000 plus: a veritable 'Who's Who' in the regional high-tech economy. Educating service providers and others. UCSD CONNECT plays a vital role in cross-educating the various constituent groups regarding their distinct needs and challenges. It fosters cross-industry and cross-discipline seminars, courses and discussions, and so helps to build the competency of local business service providers.
CONNECT is fully funded by annual members (over 1,000 companies and rms), underwriting and fees for services. It sponsors more than 80 events annually and continues to grow after 15 years of activity in the region.
Today, San Diego has a critical mass of business service providers and local venture capitalists who are experienced in helping technology entrepreneurs. They provide not only technical assistance, but also are themselves sources of valuable contacts and advice.
Building regional innovation capacity
They constitute a regional resource that can help new entrepreneurs in new and emerging elds of technology. They have become an important part of San Diego's regional innovation capacity. Simultaneous with the growth of CONNECT, a variety of related regional organizations -the local association of governments SANDAG, the federally funded Defense Industries Consortium, the state-funded Regional Technology Alliance, and the research community based Science and Technology Council -began to focus on what it takes to grow regional companies. In addition, a proliferation of support organizations for high-tech companies has evolved since the founding of CONNECT. Among the organizations in the complex network that exists today are:
BIOCOM, the region's industry council for biotechnology. Af liated with BIO, the nationwide Biotechnology Industry Organization, BIOCOM serves a number of roles: networking opportunities, an opportunity for executives to learn from each other, a means to develop positions on public policy issues, and a mechanism for providing selected services (such as group insurance policies). San Diego Telecommunications Council. This relatively new organization plays a similar role to BIOCOM in the communications sector. The Software Industry Council. Also relatively new, this organization has been a voice for the needs and concerns of software companies. San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation. Originally a downtown and city focused Economic Development Council, this organization has become a regional 'umbrella' organization, with members from all San Diego industries. It tracks key economic trends and works with local, state, and federal agencies on issues of concern to the business community. Twenty-ve years old, it is only in the last few years that this organization has become a strong voice for 'hightech'. Private, informal networks. As San Diego's hightech industries grow, individuals have built dense networks of contacts. Two of the most notable are those among the 'alumni' of Linkabit and Hybritech. Today, leading business service providers are themselves at the centre of other important social networks. There is also now a local network of over one hundred 'Angel Investors', who meet monthly.
Local circumstances also helped to shape the role and impact of San Diego's social networks. A San Diego leader told us that one feature of the region, not always understood by people from elsewhere, is that the relative geographical isolation of San Diego has helped to build a community and a sense of partnership. In addition, the defence downturn of the early 1990s also encouraged cooperation: one interviewee commented that 'the immediate loss of an industry led to the need to focus on being more competitive and to seek out new industries'. Other interviewees referred to the relatively compact geographical setting of San Diego businesses, which also facilitated cooperation. Yet another referred to a precious commodity -trust. There is, he said, a strong culture of mutual support in San Diego. There seems to be much more trust in the region than in Silicon Valley. 'We do not walk around with nondisclosure agreements like in the Valley,' he added.
Another interviewee, from the biotechnology industry, called the region's business service providers 'venture catalysts' -people who can help to put ventures together quickly and reliably. He said that San Diego now had a critical mass of service providers, such as intellectual property attorneys and business planners, but that these people were not in the region when the rst biotechnology rms began. He gives CONNECT much of the credit for helping to build that mass of service providers and for institutionalizing the 'socialization of innovation'. Another interviewee reinforced this remark by noting that in recent years there had been a major expansion of venture capital funding. This individual indicated that CONNECT had played a role in convincing the venture capitalists to come down from the Bay Area. Since that initial beginning, San Diego has grown local venture capital and angel funding to supplement the outside venture capital.
San Diego today is a very different place from what it was forty years ago. This is certainly true in terms of research capacity, as we have pointed out in the previous section. However, it is also a very different place from what it was a mere twenty years ago in terms of entrepreneurial business capacity. Local rms have transformed or expanded their expertise. Equally important, however, has been the in ux of new investors, law rms, global marketing rms and sophisticated, management know-how into the region because of the opportunity-rich context and the wellnetworked 'new economy' community.
Developing human capital: research institutions and sustaining cluster growth
As San Diego entrepreneurs have formed additional telecommunications and biotechnology companies, UCSD and the other non-pro t research institutions in the region have helped to support that growth. This section focuses on three of their contributions:
continued support for researchers and research; educating the new economy workforce; and CONNECT's role, with others, in working with local business and government to create a favourable business climate and to address speci c public policy challenges facing the region.
The rst two categories re ect the importance of intellectual capital in sustaining the region's research clusters -and thus sustaining the industrial clusters that draw upon those research clusters. They provide people with know-how, the cutting-edge, advanced knowledge needed to sustain clusters and not just maintain current operations. The third category shows the value of nding ways for emerging industries to work with the overall business community and with government ('know-who').
Continued support for research
R&D-based industrial clusters must stay constantly innovative in order to remain competitive. One part of being innovative is to maintain ready access to worldclass researchers who are continually carrying out cutting-edge research. A wide variety of research institutes in San Diego are playing that role; the talent pool and research funding is increasing region-wide. However, UCSD is the largest centre, and a closer look at its growth can provide some insight into this process. For example, Table 4 summarizes key amounts of outside funding won recently by major divisions of UCSD -the School of Medicine, the School of Engineering, Biology and the Physical Sciences.
One signi cant step at UCSD has been the growth of the School of Engineering. Established only in 1992, it has grown steadily. After a mere decade, it has 130 faculty members and was ranked 16th among engineering schools in the nation in the 2002 edition of US News & World Report's annual survey of America's 'Best Graduate Schools' (US News & World Report, 2001) . Equally important for San Diego's telecommunications industry, the School has established a Center for Wireless Communication. UCSD is now well on the way to becoming the centre of a San Diego research cluster in wireless telecommunications.
The School of Medicine has also experienced signi cant growth in recent years, increasing by nearly $40 million dollars in FY1998. Cancer research, Alzheimer's disease, cardiology and molecular medicine represent the areas of most signi cant growth and continue to be elds which attract multiyear/multimillion dollar research grants.
Educating the workforce
In the case of emerging science-based elds such as information technology, molecular medicine and biotechnology, UCSD and the region's other non-pro t research institutions are educating the knowledge workers of the future as well as hiring the world-class researchers of today. Educating skilled workers is an important contribution that these institutions make to the region's growing high-tech clusters. In addition to educating undergraduates, UCSD makes three other types of contributions: graduate degrees, post-doctoral training, and continuing education for a postbaccalaureate workforce.
Graduate education. UCSD is the major provider of PhD-level training in the San Diego region. While there are other institutions of higher education in the region, the size of their PhD training programmes runs from small to non-existent in comparison to that of UCSD. Tables  5 and 6 .
Post-doctoral training. In addition to graduate students, the San Diego region provides a rich training ground for post-doctoral fellows in a variety of elds, especially the life sciences. These individuals may be key to the region's biotechnology human capital. Although PhD graduates and post-doctoral fellows constitute a highly mobile workforce, these workers are eagerly seeking permanent employment after their training. Post-docs are even more motivated to nd permanent job opportunities than newly minted PhDs. While a certain percentage of these highly trained individuals will go on to academic careers, in San Diego or elsewhere, a larger percentage can be tapped to become a part of the industrial R&D infrastructure of the region. UCSD is the largest employer of post-doctoral fellows and researchers but it is not the sole training ground for these skilled workers (see Table 7 ). See Table 3 (p 33) for a partial survey of post-doctoral fellows in the San Diego area's life sciences research institutes. Combined, these research institutes train a larger number of post-doctoral fellows than UCSD alone.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that companies are choosing to relocate or site R&D establishments in San Diego to take advantage of the specialized human capital that is developing in this region. As job opportunities increase, these highly skilled workers can be lured from company to company, forming and retaining informal technical and business networks (that is, the formation of 'churn'), a process that is vital to creating a region's competitive advantage.
Continuing education for post-baccalaureate professionals. In addition to regular degree programmes, San Diego's area universities provide specialized educational programmes for working professionals. For example, UCSD has a large and growing Extension programme which provides postbaccalaureate continuing education in elds especially relevant to science-based companies, ranging from specialized courses in technical areas such as CDMA engineering, to introductory courses in new emerging areas such as drug development and clinical trials management, to intensive managerial workshops for bench scientists making the transition to managerial duties. Regional enrolments in continuing education can be substantial. In a recent study, Lee and Walshok (2001) show that continuing education enrolments in California are signi cant and can dwarf regular full-time 40
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Building regional innovation capacity Table 8 . Taken together, the 60,000 plus employees in technology companies, the close to 3,000 active graduate students, and the 2,000 plus post-doctoral fellows represent an enormous source of talent for creative innovation. Add to this the large number of post-baccalaureate Extension students and it is easy to see how an innovative region like San Diego is continuously growing and adapting its talent pool to the innovative challenges of the moment.
Conclusion
What we suspect from our preliminary ndings from Southern California research that is now in progress throughout the state, and the work of colleagues such as Doug Henton at Collaborative Economics and Lou Tornatsky from the Southern Regional Technology Alliance, is that the research-technology commercialization-job creation nexus is increasingly complex. Advances in science and technology are requiring a much more varied set of conditions and relationships to assure the establishment and development of companies at the regional level that create high-wage jobs and new forms of wealth. We have asserted throughout this article that the three major 'hooks' to think about are:
(1) the store of intellectual capital in a region; (2) the character and extent of catalytic business and nancial networks; and (3) the breadth and depth of the advanced skills and knowledge of the human capital resident in the region.
When we examine the phenomenal transformation of a region such as San Diego over the last two decades, the data are quite compelling. The research capacity has grown, the managerial and business competency of the region has increased, the pool of investment capital has grown and the expansion of education and training programmes in advanced skills has been signi cant. Most of these activities are externally funded. They are not subsidized by the State of California. Competitively won research grants are coming from national foundations and federal sources; the regional networks are funded by local companies and business service providers, and the advanced education and training programmes are supported largely by employer reimbursements. Parallel to the growth in research capacity the community appears to be making an investment in its own development. That investment appears to be paying off in terms of new companies formed and jobs created. Many might be inclined to argue that one cannot extrapolate from the unique experience of a single region such as San Diego, a new research institution such as UCSD or a specialized programme such as UCSD CONNECT. Our response would be that clearly the San Diego experience, in terms of both the growth of its research institutions and the development of the CONNECT programme, may be unique to the history and circumstances of a particular place. Nonetheless, our ideas about the three guiding principles for thinking about regional innovation capacity grow out of our knowledge of developments in San Diego, the Silicon Valley, North Carolina, Austin and a number of other regions that have experienced similar transformations over the past couple of years. Each of these, as evidenced by Doug Henton's and Louis Tornatzky's papers in this issue of Industry and Higher Education, has made substantial investments in building capacity along the three dimensions we have discussed. Regional authorities and civic leaders have made signi cant efforts to build a regionally anchored research capacity in science and technology, initiatives have been taken to create networked communities of competence and expertise supportive of technology commercialization, and educational institutions have mobilized to provide skills and knowledge in areas relevant to emerging technology clusters.
Our work continues and we are using these metrics in other regions across the State of California and across the USA as a way of further elucidating dimensions of regional innovation capacity that are not typically discussed among economic development specialists and civic leaders. We suspect that these metrics will help regions better to understand their assets as well as their gaps. They also can help communities to benchmark where they stand vis-à-vis other regions with similar aspirations. What is so promising about the new economy and the expansion of knowledge in elds such as engineering, biochemistry, computer science and the life sciences is the wealth of new products, processes and interventions that promise to bene t humankind. Whether it be in communications, materials science, pharmaceuticals, agricultural bio-tech or in new and emerging elds such as bio-inframatics, the opportunities are expanding in terms of research questions as well the useful applications of technologies. This means that many regions with narrower capacity still can pursue the development of industrial clusters that generate high-wage jobs and new wealth for their regions. A region such as San Diego is blessed with multiple capabilities in science and technology because of its unique history. Therefore, it may not represent a 'model' for other regions. However, as we have argued throughout this article, some of the key factors that have shaped the growth of the San Diego region -the intellectual, human and networking capacities that have developed over the last two decades -may represent principles of transformation useful to the analysis of other regions around the globe.
Notes
1 SBIR is the Small Business Innovation Research Program of the US National Science Foundation. 2 Source: RaDiUS, a RAND-developed database encompassing all R&D funded by various US federal agencies. Public access to the classi ed section of RaDiUS is prohibited.Therefore, the numbers quoted in this report consist of non-classi ed R&D only (including non-classi ed funding from the Department of Defense), unless otherwise noted. Total R&D funding, including classi ed R&D funding, would be substantially higher. 3 This gure includes classi ed and non-classi ed research funding. 4 If one were to break funding out by loosely de ned metropolitan areas such as the 'Bay Area', 'Greater LA', and 'San Diego', San Diego would always come in a distant third. We would argue that this breakdown leaves much to be desired: for example, the Bay Area is an area from 4 to 9 counties in size, depending on the de nition chosen. A similar situation exists for the Greater Los Angeles area. 5 HHS is a proxy for NIH (the National Institutes of Health). 6 Source: National Science Foundation.The FY 1998 gure was $297,340,000 in federal obligations for science and engineering.
